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To evaluate the owner's ability to identify body condition in cats, based on questionnaire and scores, as well as
to obtain others' information about the cat and the owner that may be related to the body condition. Seventy-
seven owned cats, aged above 11 months, were evaluated. Initially, information was obtained on age, sex,
breed, and whether they had been neutered. Next, owners were asked to fill a questionnaire: the first section
was about the cat's diet type, feeding regime, and activity level, and the second section was on the owners'
diet, physical activity, and physical condition. The owners estimated body condition of their cats before and
after seeing drawings with images. The authors also estimated body condition. Only a 5-point visual scale
showed significant difference between the cat's body score assigned by the owner before and after seeing
drawings, and before seeing drawings compared with the cat's body score assigned by the authors. A weak
positive correlationwas detected between cat's body score assigned by the 2 authors and access to any type of
cat climbing systems, and weak negative correlation was detected for the variable spayed or neutered. The
cat's physical activity level showedweak negative correlationwith cat's body score. There was a strong positive
correlation between cat's body weight and cat's body score. The owners showed ability to identify body
condition in cats after seeing the drawings in both visual scales, and there was a relationship between cat's
body weight and body condition score.

& 2016 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
Introduction

Excess weight has been associated with various health prob-
lems including osteoarthritis, diabetes mellitus, respiratory prob-
lems, heart disease, and cancer among others.1–6 Apparently,
overweight cats are 3 or 4 times more likely to develop diabetes
than those of normal weight.1,5 There is also a relation between
overweight and skin disorders, including alopecia, feline acne, and
scale development, probably on account of diminished self-
grooming ability, and pressure sores due to reduced activity.5

The management of obesity depends on the development of a
negative energy balance including proper diet, behavioral changes,
and increased physical activity.6 A treatment plan that would satisfy
the corresponding needs for both patient and owner must be
developed.1,7 However, for this to occur, the problem must be
recognized.1,6,7 The various methods for measuring body composition
that differ according to their applicability include research, evaluation
by a clinical specialist, or first evaluation by a nonspecialist.2 From a
clinical point of view, the evaluation can be performed by combining
body weight and use of body condition scores.6 On the one hand, the
body weight moderately correlates with body fat mass.5 On the other
hand, the body condition scoring system can be a tool for educating
cat owners about the prevention and management of obesity,6
icine. Published by Elsevier Inc.
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because the owners are often unable or unwilling to recognize
overweight or obesity in their pets.5,8

Therefore, the aim of this study was to evaluate the owner's
ability to identify body condition in cats, based on questionnaire
and scores, as well as to obtain others' information about the cat
and the owner that may be related to the body condition.
Materials and Methods

Cat Selection

The study was approved by the Ethics Committee of our
Veterinary School (No. 37/2014). A signed Informed Consent Form
was requested from each cat's owner, before entering the study.

Seventy-seven owned cats, females and males, intact or spayed or
neutered, and aged above 11 months were evaluated. The cats were
selected independent of their body condition or age. The inclusion
criterion was healthy cats or cats with clinical disorders that did not
interfere in the research. The interviews were conducted mostly at the
Veterinary School, with others being conducted door-to-door in the
same city and in 2 other cities at respective distances of approximately
200 and 116 km from the Veterinary School.

Questionnaire

Initially, information was obtained on the animals in relation to
age, sex, breed, and whether they had been spayed or neutered.
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Afterward, the owners were asked to fill a questionnaire
(Supplementary 1), the first section of which gathered information
about the cat, including diet type, feeding regime, and activity
level. In the second section, the owners had to provide informa-
tion about their own diet, physical activity, and physical condition.
The owners were then asked to estimate body condition of their
cats before and after seeing drawings of both 5-point and 9-point
visual scales for cats, respectivelly.9–12 After owner's evaluation,
the cat's body condition was evaluated always by 2 of the authors
using the 5-point and 9-point visual scales, respectivelly.12 In
addition, all cats were weighed using the same electronic scale.
Statistical Methods

To compare cat's body score assigned by the owner with score
assigned by the 2 authors, before and after seeing drawings, was
used the Spearman correlation for both 5-point and 9-point visual
scales. In addition, Mann-Whitney U test was used to compare
cat's body score assigned by the owner, before and after seeing
drawings of both visual scales, with the cat's body score being
assigned by the 2 authors. Wilcoxon test was used to compare
cat's body score assigned by the owner before and after seeing
drawings of both visual scales.

Spearman correlation coefficient was used to evaluate cat's
body score assigned by the same authors (9-point visual scale)
with owner's information (level of physical activity, diet, and
physical condition), as well as cat's information (age, sex, intact,
or spayed or neutered; physical activity, climbing system, places
where they live, access to outdoor, diet type, feeding regime,
diameter of the food bowl, determination of food intake, and
snack food). Pearson correlation was used to evaluate cat's body
score assigned by authors (9-point visual scale) with cat's body
weight. Differences were considered significant at P o 0.05.

Statistical analyses were conducted using the statistical soft-
ware GraphPad Prism version 5.0 (San Diego, CA).
Results

Among all cats, 49 were aged from 11 months to 5 years 11
months, 18 from 6 years to 11 years 11 months, 9 aged above 12
years, and 1 cat was of unknown age. The average weight of the
cats was 4.35 kg (standard deviation ¼ 1.09). A total of 49% of the
cats weighed between 3.5 and 4.5 kg. Aside from 5 Siamese,
2 Persians, 2 Birmans, and 1 Himalayan, all cats were crossbred.
Considering the sex, 62% were spayed females and 38% were males
(5 intact and 24 neutered).

The activity level per day of the cats was 57% up to 1 hour, 25%
up to 10 minutes, 14% none, and 4% more than 1 hour. The access
to any type of cat climbing systems occurred in 88%, and none for
12% of the animals. The cats that lived in a house with access to
the backyard comprised 74% vs. 26% in an apartment or house
without access to the backyard. Most of the cats did not have
access to the outdoors (69%), whereas 26% had access and 5%
were alone.

Approximately 74% of the cats ate dry commercial food, 25% ate
wet and dry commercial food, and 1% ate homemade food. Among
the cats that ate commercial food, 24 of them ate a cat food for
neutered cats. The feeding regime was controlled only in 39% of
cases; whereas in 75%, the diameter of the food bowl was up to
15 cm. The cat's food intake was 60% as free access, 21% had 3 or
more meals per day, 12% had 2 meals per day, and 8% had 1 meal
per day. The determination about how much the cat should eat
was based on the owner's experience in 60% of cases, veterinarian
indication in 18%, and according to food packaging label in 8%. The
snack food was not offered to 29% of the cats, 46% of the cats ate
snack once in a week, and 25% of the cats ate it daily.

Of the 77 cats, 45% were rarely maintained alone without the
owner, 42% most of the day, and 13% part of the time. However,
80% of the cats coexisted with other animals. The owners who
considered overweight or obesity as a potential problemwere 97%,
1% did not know, and 1% did not consider it a risk. Approximately
61% of the owners agreed to submit the cat to a weight loss
program, 12% did not agree because they would not have support
of the other family members, and 27% did not agree for other
reasons.

The level of physical activity of the owner was classified as
none in 14%, only on weekends in 9%, occasional in 6%, up to
3 hours per week in 35%, up to 6 hours per week in 25%, and as
intense in 10%. The owner's diet was considered healthy most of
the time, that is, 65%, 24% were daily healthy, and in 10% there was
no control. For 3% of the owners, their physical condition was
underweight, 52% were normal, and 45% were overweight or obese.

By means of the 9-point visual scale, the authors observed that
58% (45/77; 29 females and 16 males of 45) had scores of 6-9, 32%
scored 4-5, and 9% scored 1-3. Cat's body score assigned by the
owner before and after seeing drawings of both visual scales
showed statistically significant difference only after seeing draw-
ings of 5-point visual scale. Cat's body score assigned by the
owner, before and after seeing drawings of both visual scales,
compared with the cat's body score being assigned by the
2 authors showed no statistically significant difference using
9-point visual scale, but statistically significant difference (P ¼
0.015) was observed using 5-point visual scale only before seeing
drawings.

The correlation coefficient between cat's body score assigned by
the owner and cat's body score assigned by the 2 authors showed
significant positive correlation before (r ¼ 0.499) and after
(r ¼ 0.736) seeing 5-point visual scale drawings, and before
(r ¼ 0.554) and after (r ¼ 0.721) seeing 9-point visual scale
drawings.

No correlation was detected between the cat's body score
(9-point visual scale) and cat's information such as age, sex, places
where they live, access to outdoor, diet type, feeding regime,
diameter of the food bowl, determination of food intake,
snack food).

A weak positive correlation was detected between cat's body
score assigned by the 2 authors and access to any type of cat
climbing systems (r ¼ 0.245), and weak negative correlation for
the variable spayed or neutered (r ¼ �0.238). The cat's physical
activity level showed weak negative correlation with cat's body
score (r ¼ �0.248). There was a strong positive correlation
between cat's body weight and cat's body score (r ¼ 0.652).

No correlation was detected between the cat's body score
(9-point visual scale) and owner's information (level of physical
activity, diet, and physical condition).
Discussion

Several body condition scoring systems have been developed,
but the most frequently used are the 5-point visual scale (where a
score of 3 corresponds to the ideal body weight) and 9-point
visual scale (where a score of 5 corresponds to ideal body
weight),2,5,8,12 which were used in the present study. The limi-
tations of these systems are the subjectivity that can promote
variation between observers as well as an occasional need for
previous training in morphometric evaluations.5 In the present
study, a strong correlation between cat's body score assigned by
the owner and cat's body score assigned by the 2 authors in both
visual scales occurred after seeing the drawings. In addition, in a
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study of an urban population of cats it was observed that body
condition evaluated by the owners was better when using an
analog to the 5-point visual scale than a verbal description.13

In the present study, only a 5-point visual scale showed
significant difference between the cat's body score assigned by
the owner before and after seeing drawings, and before seeing
drawings compared with the cat's body score assigned by the
authors, suggesting that 9-point visual scale was better to evalua-
tion. On the contrary, agreement between experienced operators
and owners (inexperienced) was reported in a study that used a
7-point algorithm system to determine body condition scoring.2

Among a population of 8159 adult cats, 35% were considered
overweight or obese,4 whereas another study of 385 cats found
19% overweight and 7.8% obese.13 The present study presented a
higher prevalence as it was based on the evaluators' assessment by
the 9-point visual scale, 58% (n ¼ 45) of the cats were overweight
or obese. Furthermore, in a study assessing a population of 136
cats, 48% were overweight and 8% were obese.14 In general, it is
considered that neutered males face greater risk for overweight or
obesity.13,15,16 In the present study, a weak negative correlation
was observed between the feline body score assigned by the
2 authors and the intact or spayed or neutered condition. How-
ever, among the overweight or obese cats, 13 were males and 32
were females, and all were spayed or neutered.

Inactivity and a low activity level are considered risk factors for
obesity.15,17 In the present study, the cat's body score assigned by
the 2 authors showed a weak negative correlation with the daily
physical activity, and a weak positive correlation with access to
any type of cat climbing systems. Thus, a higher cat's level of daily
physical activity was associated with lower feline body score.
Apparently, the energy balance may be improved by spending
energy on hunting.18 In the present study, the highest level of
activity was 57% up to 1 hour, although 74% and 88% of the cats,
respectively, had access to the backyard and any type of cat
climbing systems.

A study reported an increase of obesity in cats when no dog
lived in the household,17 whereas another found that cats living in
houses with 1 or 2 other cats and mainly kept inside are more
likely to be overweight.16 In the present study, 80% of the cats
lived with other animals (cat or dog or with both), but no
correlation was observed between the cat's body score assigned
by the 2 authors and time during which the cat stays alone during
the day.

The feeding management of cats may have an effect on the risk
of obesity,17 especially if the food is maintained ad libitum.14

Although no correlation was found between the feline body score
assigned by the 2 authors and diet type; the amount, frequency,
and type of food intake; or food bowl diameter, it should be
emphasized that 61% of the cats did not have a controlled feeding,
and 60% of the cats had free access to daily food.

The owners' variables (level of physical activity, diet, and
physical condition) did not present any correlation with the feline
body score. An interesting fact is, although 65% of the owners
considered their diet to be healthy, 45% of them were overweight
or obese and only 10% reported intense physical activity. There-
fore, this may be one of the factors that influence the under-
standing of the owner about the influence of cat food on
body score.

Some of the limitations of this study include the relatively
small sample of males and population composed most of
crossbred cats.

In conclusion, the owners showed ability to identify body
condition in cats after seeing the drawings in both visual scales,
and there was relationship between cat's body weight and body
condition score.
Appendix A. Supplementary material

Supplementary data are available in the online version of this
article at http://dx.doi.org/10.1053/j.tcam.2016.08.008
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